CJC™ Oil Filtration
for contaminated fuel & hydraulic oils
on fishing vessel application
C.C.JENSEN A/S - Your partner
C.C.JENSEN is a global leader with more than 60 years of experience
with oil ﬁltration, particle removal and water separation.
We have been cleaning fuel oil and hydraulic oils on ﬁshing vessels
and have around 90% of the Danish vessels as a guarantee for an
eﬃcient and reliable product. In the past 15 -20 years the product
has been exported to skippers from Iceland to Chile and in the Scottish ﬁshing industry skippers are retroﬁtting the system on existing
vessels in high numbers.

Preventive Oil Maintenance on Fishing Vessels
Fishing vessels are compact structures that contain many diﬀerent systems in a
limited space. It is important that each system is functional when it is needed
- a vessel’s performance is directly related to it.

Advantages installing a CJC™ Oil Filtration Systems:

Fishing vessel M/S “RAV”
Trondheim, Norway

•
•
•
•

Avoid injector problems - keep your diesel clean and dry
Increase lube oil lifetime - remove soot and acidic compounds
Reduce the risk of lost production - keep your winches in optimum condition
Improve component lifetime- of your cranes and ﬁsh pumps

CJC™ Oil maintenance systems increase reliability of:
• engine diesel
• lube systems
• hydraulics/winches
• thruster oil
CJC™ Fine Filters and CJC ™ Filter Separators are found on a great
number of operating ﬁshing vessels - oﬀ-line depth ﬁltration
are well-known for their high dirt-holding capacity
- a quality feature that ﬁshing vessels rate highly.

Contact us - today - and learn more!
C.C.JENSEN A/S | Løvholmen 13 | DK-5700 Svendborg | Denmark
Mrs. Natasha Knudsen | e-mail: njk@cjc.dk | Mobile: +45 2222 2964
Local contact:
SRL Cosmos Trawl | Mr. Karim Uddin | e-mail: karim.u@srl-cosmos.com.bd | Phone: +880 1778 020703
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Your Challenge
80% of all breakdowns in hydraulic oil systems are related to
contaminated oil - avoid expenses on repairs and oil changes

Consequences of contaminated oil
Contamination of an oil system leads to various problems which can result in machine downtime,
frequent repairs of equipment and reduced oil lifetime. All of which means ineﬃcient production and
unnecessary expenses spent on repair and oil change.
By introducing a CJC™ Fine Filter or CJC™ Filter Separator you increase availability and avoid unplanned
breakdowns - with a general payback time within 12 months.
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Atlantic Enterprise is one of three most modern shrimp trawlers
in the world managed by Ocean Prawns A/S

Statement from Mr. Per Svenningsen
An expense easily gained back
According to Per Svenningsen, the investment in CJC™ Fine Filters is in
general paid back within 12 months.
“The filtration of the oil ensures a longer life time of the oil as well as
of the components and it is important to be able to reduce the number
of oil changes in e.g. the deck gear box, knowing that this means 400
L at DKK 75.- per litre”, Per Svenningsen states.
“It is much cheaper and easier to change two Filter Inserts”, he says
with a smile.

Mr. Per Svenningsen
Technical Manager. Ocean Prawns A/S

C.C.JENSEN A/S, February 2015

CJC™ Oil Filters - Your solution
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gear oil ﬁltration

Lube and hydraulic
oil ﬁltration

CJC™ Fine Filter
HDU 15/25

CJC™ Fine Filter
HDU 2x27-108
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CJC™ Filter Separator
PTU2 27/27

CJC™ Filter Separator
PTU3 2x27-108

Clean Oil - Bright Ideas
C.C.JENSEN A/S | www.cjc.dk
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